
Un predict ability

Topics:

1. A Zero-Sum Game: Anyone for Tennis?

1a. The Minimax Theorem

2. A Non-Zero-Sum Game: Rus ty & Ava

3. Choose the Right Mix

4. What if the Pay offs Change?

5. Unique Situations

6. Why So Few?

Ques tion: how can one act so as to be unpredict able by one ’s
opponent?
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Un predict ability

A critical element of str ategy whenever one side likes a
coincidence of actions while the other wishes to avoid it.

• The ATO wants to audit tax evader s; tax cheat ers
hope to avoid an audit.

•
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Un predict ability

A critical element of str ategy whenever one side likes a
coincidence of actions while the other wishes to avoid it.

• The ATO wants to audit tax evader s; tax cheat ers
hope to avoid an audit.

• The elder sister wants to rid herself of the younger
brot her, who wants to be included.

• The invader s want choice of the place of attac k to
sur pr ise, the defender s want to concentr ate the forces
on the place of attac k.

• The beautiful people want exclusivity, the hoi polloi
want to be up wit h the lat es t trends.
(As Yogi Berra said, “That night club is so crowded,
no-one goes there anymore.”)

• What is the best amount of a fine, given a frequency of
det ection?
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Choosing the Level of Unpredict ability

While the taxman’s or the attac ker s’ decision on any
occasion may be unpredict able, there are rules which govern
the selection.

The correct amount of unpredict ability should not be lef t to
chance.
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Choosing the Level of Unpredict ability

While the taxman’s or the attac ker s’ decision on any
occasion may be unpredict able, there are rules which govern
the selection.

The correct amount of unpredict ability should not be lef t to
chance.

The odds of choosing one move over another can be
precisel y det ermined from the particular s of the game.
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1. A Zero-Sum Game: Anyone for Tennis?

The server, Stefan, wants to minimise the probability that
the receiver, Rod, can retur n ser ve, and

Rod wants to maximise this probability.
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The server, Stefan, wants to minimise the probability that
the receiver, Rod, can retur n ser ve, and

Rod wants to maximise this probability.

It ’s a zero-sum game: Stefan’s win is Rod’s loss.

If Rod can anticipate Stefan’s aim (to Rod’s forehand or
bac khand) then Rod will move appropr iatel y (forehand or
bac khand) to increase the probability of a successful retur n.
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1. A Zero-Sum Game: Anyone for Tennis?

The server, Stefan, wants to minimise the probability that
the receiver, Rod, can retur n ser ve, and

Rod wants to maximise this probability.

It ’s a zero-sum game: Stefan’s win is Rod’s loss.

If Rod can anticipate Stefan’s aim (to Rod’s forehand or
bac khand) then Rod will move appropr iatel y (forehand or
bac khand) to increase the probability of a successful retur n.

St efan will try to disguise or mislead Rod until the last
second, hoping to catch Rod off-guard and wrong-footed.
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Tennis Serve & Retur n

A 2 × 2 pay off matr ix which sets out the percent ages of
Rod’s successfull y retur ning ser ve:

St efan: the Ser ver;
Rod: the Receiver.

St efan’ s Aim

Forehand Backhand

90, 10 20, 80Forehand

Bac khand 30, 70 60, 40
Rod’ s Mo ve

TABLE 1. The percentage of times (Rod, Stefan) succeeds. A non-
cooperative, zero-sum game.

No Nash equilibr ium in pure str ategies.
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St efan’ s task

St efan wants to keep Rod’s successful retur n percent age as
low as possible;
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St efan’ s task

St efan wants to keep Rod’s successful retur n percent age as
low as possible;

Rod has the exact opposite int eres t: as high as possible.
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St efan’ s task

St efan wants to keep Rod’s successful retur n percent age as
low as possible;

Rod has the exact opposite int eres t: as high as possible.

If the two players decide on their str ategies before the
match, knowing the above probabilities, what should their
strategies be?
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St efan’ s task

St efan wants to keep Rod’s successful retur n percent age as
low as possible;

Rod has the exact opposite int eres t: as high as possible.

If the two players decide on their str ategies before the
match, knowing the above probabilities, what should their
strategies be?

To help answer this ques tion, we now plot:

the percent age of times Rod retur ns ser ve agains t the
probability of Stefan aiming to Rod’ s forehand.
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Probability of St efan Aiming to Forehand
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If S played 0.5:0.5 F:B, what should R do?
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If S played 0.5:0.5 F:B, what should R do?

St efan wants to keep Rod’s successful retur n percent age as
low as possible, along the lower, red lines.
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....

If S played 0.5:0.5 F:B, what should R do?

St efan wants to keep Rod’s successful retur n percent age as
low as possible, along the lower, red lines.

Rod: the exact opposite int eres t, as high as possible, along
the upper, green lines.
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Mixing strat egies

By plotting the two str aight lines, we’re consider ing the possibility
that Stefan (and Rod) can mix their moves, using probability :

St efan:
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retur ned 90% of the time,
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Mixing strat egies

By plotting the two str aight lines, we’re consider ing the possibility
that Stefan (and Rod) can mix their moves, using probability :

St efan: “if I alway s ser ve to the forehand, then the serve will be
retur ned 90% of the time, but if I alway s ser ve to the backhand,
the percent age falls, to 60%. In both cases, Rod learns to
cor rectl y anticipat e what my (unchanging or pure) str ategy is.

“What if I mix my shots and serve half to the forehand and
half to the backhand at random?
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By plotting the two str aight lines, we’re consider ing the possibility
that Stefan (and Rod) can mix their moves, using probability :

St efan: “if I alway s ser ve to the forehand, then the serve will be
retur ned 90% of the time, but if I alway s ser ve to the backhand,
the percent age falls, to 60%. In both cases, Rod learns to
cor rectl y anticipat e what my (unchanging or pure) str ategy is.

“What if I mix my shots and serve half to the forehand and
half to the backhand at random? Then Rod will be kept
guessing, and won’t be able to anticipat e cor rectl y all the time.”

• If Rod anticipates forehand, he will be right with probability half
(and retur n 90% of the time) and will be wrong with probability
half (and retur n onl y 20% of the time). The percent age of

successful retur ns will be 90+20
2

= 55%.

•
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Mixing strat egies

By plotting the two str aight lines, we’re consider ing the possibility
that Stefan (and Rod) can mix their moves, using probability :

St efan: “if I alway s ser ve to the forehand, then the serve will be
retur ned 90% of the time, but if I alway s ser ve to the backhand,
the percent age falls, to 60%. In both cases, Rod learns to
cor rectl y anticipat e what my (unchanging or pure) str ategy is.

“What if I mix my shots and serve half to the forehand and
half to the backhand at random? Then Rod will be kept
guessing, and won’t be able to anticipat e cor rectl y all the time.”

• If Rod anticipates forehand, he will be right with probability half
(and retur n 90% of the time) and will be wrong with probability
half (and retur n onl y 20% of the time). The percent age of

successful retur ns will be 90+20
2

= 55%.

• If Rod anticipates backhand, the percent age of success will fall to
60+30

2
= 45%.

• — as shown on the figure above.
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The best mix

Rod (upper envelope) will be better off (55% success) if he
alw ays anticipat es St efan’s forehand. (the upper line)
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The best mix

Rod (upper envelope) will be better off (55% success) if he
alw ays anticipat es St efan’s forehand. (the upper line)

For Stefan (lower envelope), a retur n percent age of 55% is
bett er than the 90% or 60% of unchanging serving.
(R emember : St efan wants to minimise the percent age of
successful retur ns by Rod.)
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Rod (upper envelope) will be better off (55% success) if he
alw ays anticipat es St efan’s forehand. (the upper line)

For Stefan (lower envelope), a retur n percent age of 55% is
bett er than the 90% or 60% of unchanging serving.
(R emember : St efan wants to minimise the percent age of
successful retur ns by Rod.)

But from the diagram, Stefan’s bes t mix is to ser ve to the
forehand with probability of 0.4, resulting in a successful rat e
of retur n of 48%, the best (lowest) Stefan can achieve.
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For Stefan (lower envelope), a retur n percent age of 55% is
bett er than the 90% or 60% of unchanging serving.
(R emember : St efan wants to minimise the percent age of
successful retur ns by Rod.)

But from the diagram, Stefan’s bes t mix is to ser ve to the
forehand with probability of 0.4, resulting in a successful rat e
of retur n of 48%, the best (lowest) Stefan can achieve. At
this mix, Rod is indifferent between moving to forehand or
moving to bac khand: Rod cannot improve the success rat e of
48%.
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The best mix

Rod (upper envelope) will be better off (55% success) if he
alw ays anticipat es St efan’s forehand. (the upper line)

For Stefan (lower envelope), a retur n percent age of 55% is
bett er than the 90% or 60% of unchanging serving.
(R emember : St efan wants to minimise the percent age of
successful retur ns by Rod.)

But from the diagram, Stefan’s bes t mix is to ser ve to the
forehand with probability of 0.4, resulting in a successful rat e
of retur n of 48%, the best (lowest) Stefan can achieve. At
this mix, Rod is indifferent between moving to forehand or
moving to bac khand: Rod cannot improve the success rat e of
48%.

The exact propor tions of the mix follow from the four
outcome percent ages of the basic inter action. If these
number s change, so will the best mixed str ategy.
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Rod’ s task

Fr om Rod’s point of view, we get a different chart:

Probability of Rod Moving to Forehand
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A Nash equilibr ium at RMF: 0.3, SAF: 0.4.

SAF: Stefan aims at forehand
SAB: Stefan aims at backhand
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A symme try:

One line (SAF) corresponds to Stefan aiming to forehand,
one (SAB) to bac khand. The percent age of successful retur ns
depends on both player’s mov es, from the payoff matr ix.
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A symme try:

One line (SAF) corresponds to Stefan aiming to forehand,
one (SAB) to bac khand. The percent age of successful retur ns
depends on both player’s mov es, from the payoff matr ix.

As Rod’s probability of forehand retur ns increases, above 0.3,
the rat e of his success falls, eventuall y to 20%, because S
adjus ts to R’s play; below 0.3 forehand, the rat e also falls,
eventuall y to 30%. Ditto. At 0.3 forehand, the rat e of
successful retur ns is 48%. St efan responds appropr iatel y.
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A symme try:

One line (SAF) corresponds to Stefan aiming to forehand,
one (SAB) to bac khand. The percent age of successful retur ns
depends on both player’s mov es, from the payoff matr ix.

As Rod’s probability of forehand retur ns increases, above 0.3,
the rat e of his success falls, eventuall y to 20%, because S
adjus ts to R’s play; below 0.3 forehand, the rat e also falls,
eventuall y to 30%. Ditto. At 0.3 forehand, the rat e of
successful retur ns is 48%. St efan responds appropr iatel y.

No te: each player reaches the same rat e of a successful
retur n: 48%. Using his best mix Stefan is able to keep Rod
down to this, the best Rod is able to achieve using his best
mix.
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1a. The Minimax Theorem

This proper ty of zero-sum games is the Minimax Theorem:

When, in zero-sum games, one player att empts to
minimise her opponent’s maximum payoff, while her
opponent attempts to maximise his own minimum
payoff, the surpr ising conclusion is that the minimum of
the maximum payoffs equals the maximum of the
minimum payoffs.
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1a. The Minimax Theorem

This proper ty of zero-sum games is the Minimax Theorem:

When, in zero-sum games, one player att empts to
minimise her opponent’s maximum payoff, while her
opponent attempts to maximise his own minimum
payoff, the surpr ising conclusion is that the minimum of
the maximum payoffs equals the maximum of the
minimum payoffs.

Neit her player can improv e her or his position, and so these
(mixed) str ategies for m an (Nash) equilibr ium.
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An equilibrium (See the two previous graphs.)

St efan will act as if Rod has correctl y anticipat ed his mixing
strategy and has responded optimall y. The minimum of
Rod’s maximum percent age occur s where the two pay off
lines cross, at Stefan’s probability of forehands of 0.4 and a
success rat e of 48%.
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An equilibrium (See the two previous graphs.)

St efan will act as if Rod has correctl y anticipat ed his mixing
strategy and has responded optimall y. The minimum of
Rod’s maximum percent age occur s where the two pay off
lines cross, at Stefan’s probability of forehands of 0.4 and a
success rat e of 48%.

Rod is trying to maximise his minimum payoff. If he mov es
to forehand and backhand equall y frequentl y (at 0.5), then
his rat e of successfully retur ning ser ve var ies between 20+60

2
= 40% (when Stefan aims to bac khand) and 30+90

2
= 60%

(when Stefan aims to forehand).
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An equilibrium (See the two previous graphs.)

St efan will act as if Rod has correctl y anticipat ed his mixing
strategy and has responded optimall y. The minimum of
Rod’s maximum percent age occur s where the two pay off
lines cross, at Stefan’s probability of forehands of 0.4 and a
success rat e of 48%.

Rod is trying to maximise his minimum payoff. If he mov es
to forehand and backhand equall y frequentl y (at 0.5), then
his rat e of successfully retur ning ser ve var ies between 20+60

2
= 40% (when Stefan aims to bac khand) and 30+90

2
= 60%

(when Stefan aims to forehand).

Obviousl y Rod should anticipate bac khand slightl y more. If
his probability of moving to the forehand falls to 0.3, then
the rat e of successful retur ns is 48% for any probability of
St efan’s aiming for forehand.
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Conditions apply

Minimax doesn’t work where the game is not zero-sum, or
where there are more than two players, or more than two
moves per player.
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Conditions apply

Minimax doesn’t work where the game is not zero-sum, or
where there are more than two players, or more than two
moves per player.

NB: The payoffs mus t be cardinal (t hat is, an inter val scale)
and not jus t an ordinal ranking: we’re now int eres t ed in ho w
muc h more preferr ed one outcome is over another, not jus t
that one is prefer red to another.

We mus t be able to multipl y and add the payoffs and ret ain
meaning. This makes things much harder.
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How to det ermine the mix?
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How to det ermine the mix?

When mixing is necessary, the way to find your own
equilibr ium mixture is to act so as to make other s indif ferent
about their actions: you want to prevent other s from
exploiting any sys t ematic behaviour of your s.
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equilibr ium mixture is to act so as to make other s indif ferent
about their actions: you want to prevent other s from
exploiting any sys t ematic behaviour of your s.

If they had a preference for a particular action, that would
mean that they had chosen the wor st cour se from your
per spective.
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How to det ermine the mix?
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How to det ermine the mix?

When mixing is necessary, the way to find your own
equilibr ium mixture is to act so as to make other s indif ferent
about their actions: you want to prevent other s from
exploiting any sys t ematic behaviour of your s.

If they had a preference for a particular action, that would
mean that they had chosen the wor st cour se from your
per spective.

Possible str ategies: Poker : fold, raise, see. Bluf fing.
Un predict ability impor tant.

Tennis: passing, lob, volley, overhead smash, cross court,
down the line.
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2. A Non-Zero-Sum Game: Rus ty and Ava

There is no pure-s trat egy Nash equilibr ium (N.E.) in this
non-zero-sum game (Ava, Rus ty):
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2. A Non-Zero-Sum Game: Rus ty and Ava

There is no pure-s trat egy Nash equilibr ium (N.E.) in this
non-zero-sum game (Ava, Rus ty): Resol ve wit h mixed
strategy, in which players choose actions randoml y.
Payoffs = profits. Tr usty Rus ty

Low High

H Ava

Low $100, $50 $75, $100

High $50, $220 $200, $200
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2. A Non-Zero-Sum Game: Rus ty and Ava

There is no pure-s trat egy Nash equilibr ium (N.E.) in this
non-zero-sum game (Ava, Rus ty): Resol ve wit h mixed
strategy, in which players choose actions randoml y.
Payoffs = profits. Tr usty Rus ty

Low High

H Ava

Low $100, $50 $75, $100

High $50, $220 $200, $200

Two riv als, Hones t Av a and Trusty Rus ty, decide whether to
adver tise their used cars as Low priced or High priced, when
the cus t omers can be influenced by this adver tising.
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Simult aneous adver tising

A simult aneous-move game: neither knows until the local
paper comes out just what the other has done. By then, of
cour se, it may be too late ...
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Simult aneous adver tising

A simult aneous-move game: neither knows until the local
paper comes out just what the other has done. By then, of
cour se, it may be too late ...

A

RR

$75
$100

pA(1 − pR )

$100
$50

pApR

$50
$220

(1 − pA)pR

$200
$200

(1 − pA)(1 − pR )

A High
1 − pA

A Low
pA

R Low
pR

R High
1 − pR R Low

pR

R High
1 − pR
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Simult aneous adver tising

A simult aneous-move game: neither knows until the local
paper comes out just what the other has done. By then, of
cour se, it may be too late ...

A

RR

$75
$100

pA(1 − pR )

$100
$50

pApR

$50
$220

(1 − pA)pR

$200
$200

(1 − pA)(1 − pR )

A High
1 − pA

A Low
pA

R Low
pR

R High
1 − pR R Low

pR

R High
1 − pR

(Not e the infor mation set --- )
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Car Pricing (Honest Ava and Trusty Rus ty):

• pA is the probability of Honest Ava adver tising a Low
pr ice

•
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Car Pricing (Honest Ava and Trusty Rus ty):

• pA is the probability of Honest Ava adver tising a Low
pr ice

• pR is the probability of Trusty Rus ty adver tising a Low
pr ice

• Av a will choose pA to maximise her expect ed payoff
E (πA) (from the tree):

E (πA) = $100 pA pR + $75 pA (1 − pR )
+ $50 (1 − pA) pR + $200 (1 − pA) (1 − pR )

(A)= ($200 − $150pR ) − ($125 − $175pR )pA

•
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Car Pricing (Honest Ava and Trusty Rus ty):

• pA is the probability of Honest Ava adver tising a Low
pr ice

• pR is the probability of Trusty Rus ty adver tising a Low
pr ice

• Av a will choose pA to maximise her expect ed payoff
E (πA) (from the tree):

E (πA) = $100 pA pR + $75 pA (1 − pR )
+ $50 (1 − pA) pR + $200 (1 − pA) (1 − pR )

(A)= ($200 − $150pR ) − ($125 − $175pR )pA

• Similarly, Rus ty will choose pR to maximise his
expect ed payoff:

(R)E (πR ) = ($200 −$100pA) + ($20 −$70pA)pR

and Ava puts herself in Rus ty’s shoes.
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Forming beliefs

• Hones t Av a look s forward and reasons backw ards.

•
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• Ava mus t form a belief about what Trusty Rus ty belie ves
she will do. No t jus t a belief about what Rus ty will do.

•
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Forming beliefs

• Hones t Av a look s forward and reasons backw ards.

• Ava mus t form a belief about what Trusty Rus ty belie ves
she will do. No t jus t a belief about what Rus ty will do.

• Av a believes Rus ty believes she (Ava) will choose a
Low price with pe

A.
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she will do. No t jus t a belief about what Rus ty will do.

• Av a believes Rus ty believes she (Ava) will choose a
Low price with pe

A. Look at equation (R):

• Fr om (R): If pe
A < 2

7
then $20 − $70pe

A > 0, and, to
maximise his E (πR ), Rus ty should set pR = 1, and
alw ays price Low.

•
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Forming beliefs

• Hones t Av a look s forward and reasons backw ards.

• Ava mus t form a belief about what Trusty Rus ty belie ves
she will do. No t jus t a belief about what Rus ty will do.

• Av a believes Rus ty believes she (Ava) will choose a
Low price with pe

A. Look at equation (R):

• Fr om (R): If pe
A < 2

7
then $20 − $70pe

A > 0, and, to
maximise his E (πR ), Rus ty should set pR = 1, and
alw ays price Low.

• But, from the POM, if Rus ty pr ices Low, so should Ava
(pA = 1).
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Forming beliefs

• Hones t Av a look s forward and reasons backw ards.

• Ava mus t form a belief about what Trusty Rus ty belie ves
she will do. No t jus t a belief about what Rus ty will do.

• Av a believes Rus ty believes she (Ava) will choose a
Low price with pe

A. Look at equation (R):

• Fr om (R): If pe
A < 2

7
then $20 − $70pe

A > 0, and, to
maximise his E (πR ), Rus ty should set pR = 1, and
alw ays price Low.

• But, from the POM, if Rus ty pr ices Low, so should Ava
(pA = 1).

• This results in a Reductio Ad Absurdum:
the conjecture pe

A < 2
7

implies pe
A = 1.

(∴ No equilibr ium.)

Onl y resol ved when pe
A = 2

7
= pA.
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Forming beliefs (cont.)

• Hones t Av a is looking for ward and reasoning
bac kwards.

•
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Forming beliefs (cont.)

• Hones t Av a is looking for ward and reasoning
bac kwards.

• pe
A is Ava’s belief of Rus ty’s belief of her (Ava’s)

probability of pricing Low.

•
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Forming beliefs (cont.)

• Hones t Av a is looking for ward and reasoning
bac kwards.

• pe
A is Ava’s belief of Rus ty’s belief of her (Ava’s)

probability of pricing Low.

• If pe
A > 2

7
then $20 − $70pe

A < 0, and Rus ty should set
pR = 0, and never price Low.

•
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Forming beliefs (cont.)

• Hones t Av a is looking for ward and reasoning
bac kwards.

• pe
A is Ava’s belief of Rus ty’s belief of her (Ava’s)

probability of pricing Low.

• If pe
A > 2

7
then $20 − $70pe

A < 0, and Rus ty should set
pR = 0, and never price Low.

• So: Ava should also never price Low (pA = 0), again
inconsis t ent wit h the conjecture of pe

A > 2
7
.
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Forming beliefs (cont.)

• Hones t Av a is looking for ward and reasoning
bac kwards.

• pe
A is Ava’s belief of Rus ty’s belief of her (Ava’s)

probability of pricing Low.

• If pe
A > 2

7
then $20 − $70pe

A < 0, and Rus ty should set
pR = 0, and never price Low.

• So: Ava should also never price Low (pA = 0), again
inconsis t ent wit h the conjecture of pe

A > 2
7
.

Onl y when pe
A = 2

7
is Rus ty indif ferent between

adver tising Low and High, — unpredict able.
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An equilibrium

• And only when Rus ty is unpredict able is it optimal for
Av a to be unpredict able too.

•
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An equilibrium

• And only when Rus ty is unpredict able is it optimal for
Av a to be unpredict able too.

• So: rational for Ava to believe Rus ty finds Ava
unpredict able onl y if Rus ty’s belief about Ava makes
him unpredict able.

•
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An equilibrium

• And only when Rus ty is unpredict able is it optimal for
Av a to be unpredict able too.

• So: rational for Ava to believe Rus ty finds Ava
unpredict able onl y if Rus ty’s belief about Ava makes
him unpredict able.

• And Rus ty unpredict able onl y if he is exactl y indif ferent
be tween adver tising Lo w and High,

—
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• And only when Rus ty is unpredict able is it optimal for
Av a to be unpredict able too.

• So: rational for Ava to believe Rus ty finds Ava
unpredict able onl y if Rus ty’s belief about Ava makes
him unpredict able.

• And Rus ty unpredict able onl y if he is exactl y indif ferent
be tween adver tising Lo w and High,

— which happens iff 0 = $20 − $70pA, or pA = 2
7

•
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An equilibrium

• And only when Rus ty is unpredict able is it optimal for
Av a to be unpredict able too.

• So: rational for Ava to believe Rus ty finds Ava
unpredict able onl y if Rus ty’s belief about Ava makes
him unpredict able.

• And Rus ty unpredict able onl y if he is exactl y indif ferent
be tween adver tising Lo w and High,

— which happens iff 0 = $20 − $70pA, or pA = 2
7

• Similarly for Rus ty, who for ms beliefs about Ava’s
conjectures of his behaviour : from equation (A), Ava
will be unpredict able if f pe

R = 125
175

= 5
7
.

•
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An equilibrium

• And only when Rus ty is unpredict able is it optimal for
Av a to be unpredict able too.

• So: rational for Ava to believe Rus ty finds Ava
unpredict able onl y if Rus ty’s belief about Ava makes
him unpredict able.

• And Rus ty unpredict able onl y if he is exactl y indif ferent
be tween adver tising Lo w and High,

— which happens iff 0 = $20 − $70pA, or pA = 2
7

• Similarly for Rus ty, who for ms beliefs about Ava’s
conjectures of his behaviour : from equation (A), Ava
will be unpredict able if f pe

R = 125
175

= 5
7
.

• Av a’s expect ed payoff E (πA) will be $92.86/week .
Rusty’s expect ed payoff E (πR ) will be $171.43/week .
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Q: What about something such as ...

Such as Ava plays High and Rus ty alt ernat es between High
and Low?

Then the profits alter nate between: (A: $50, R: $220) and
(A: $200, R: $200).
Each has a higher E (π) than above.
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and Low?
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A: But this is not an equilibr ium.
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Such as Ava plays High and Rus ty alt ernat es between High
and Low?

Then the profits alter nate between: (A: $50, R: $220) and
(A: $200, R: $200).
Each has a higher E (π) than above.

A: But this is not an equilibr ium. Why not?
(Does either have an incentive to change?)
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Q: What about something such as ...

Such as Ava plays High and Rus ty alt ernat es between High
and Low?

Then the profits alter nate between: (A: $50, R: $220) and
(A: $200, R: $200).
Each has a higher E (π) than above.

A: But this is not an equilibr ium. Why not?
(Does either have an incentive to change?)

It relies on Ava keeping her price High.
But if it’s Rus ty’s tur n to price Low (and receive $220), then
Av a will price Low too, with pay offs now of ($100, $50).
She has doubled her payoff to $100 by low ering her price.
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Q: What about something such as ...

Such as Ava plays High and Rus ty alt ernat es between High
and Low?

Then the profits alter nate between: (A: $50, R: $220) and
(A: $200, R: $200).
Each has a higher E (π) than above.

A: But this is not an equilibr ium. Why not?
(Does either have an incentive to change?)

It relies on Ava keeping her price High.
But if it’s Rus ty’s tur n to price Low (and receive $220), then
Av a will price Low too, with pay offs now of ($100, $50).
She has doubled her payoff to $100 by low ering her price.

Absent some enforceable contract (with suf ficient penalties),
this proposal cannot be suppor ted — it isn’t an equilibr ium.
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Is there always a Nash equilibrium?
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Is there always a Nash equilibrium? — Yes!

NB: The onl y pair of mixed str ategies that is N.E. is Ava
Low wit h pA = 2

7
, and Rus ty Low wit h pR = 5

7
.

• Given what each believes the other player will do, and
what each believes its riv al believes it will do, neither
has incentive to alt er its beliefs, and so each is
unpredict able: a N.E.

•
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Nash Existence Theorem:
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Is there always a Nash equilibrium? — Yes!

NB: The onl y pair of mixed str ategies that is N.E. is Ava
Low wit h pA = 2

7
, and Rus ty Low wit h pR = 5

7
.

• Given what each believes the other player will do, and
what each believes its riv al believes it will do, neither
has incentive to alt er its beliefs, and so each is
unpredict able: a N.E.

• No t necessar y to randomise, only to appear
unpredict able

• Mixed str ategies are necessar y for N.E. and sufficient :

Nash Existence Theorem: Ever y game with a finit e number of
players, each of whom has a finite number of pure
strategies, possesses at least one Nash equilibr ium,
possibl y in mixed str ategies.
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Is there always a Nash equilibrium? — Yes!

NB: The onl y pair of mixed str ategies that is N.E. is Ava
Low wit h pA = 2

7
, and Rus ty Low wit h pR = 5

7
.

• Given what each believes the other player will do, and
what each believes its riv al believes it will do, neither
has incentive to alt er its beliefs, and so each is
unpredict able: a N.E.

• No t necessar y to randomise, only to appear
unpredict able

• Mixed str ategies are necessar y for N.E. and sufficient :

Nash Existence Theorem: Ever y game with a finit e number of
players, each of whom has a finite number of pure
strategies, possesses at least one Nash equilibr ium,
possibl y in mixed str ategies.

See John Nash (not Russell Crow e) explaining this theorem to
direct or Ron How ard as an Extr a on the Beautiful Mind DVD. < >
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Graphical solution of Ava & Rus ty

Probability of Trusty Rus ty
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Probability of Honest Ava
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Probability of Honest Ava
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3. Choose the Right Mix

If one player is not pur suing his equilibr ium mix, then the other
player can exploit this to his advant age.
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3. Choose the Right Mix

If one player is not pur suing his equilibr ium mix, then the other
player can exploit this to his advant age. The receiver, Rod,
could do better than a success rat e of 48% if the ser ver, Stefan,
used any mix of str ategy other than the equilibr ium mix of 0.4
forehands and 0.6 backhands.
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could do better than a success rat e of 48% if the ser ver, Stefan,
used any mix of str ategy other than the equilibr ium mix of 0.4
forehands and 0.6 backhands.

In gener al, if Rod knows Stefan’s patt erns and foibles, then he
can react according ly.
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3. Choose the Right Mix

If one player is not pur suing his equilibr ium mix, then the other
player can exploit this to his advant age. The receiver, Rod,
could do better than a success rat e of 48% if the ser ver, Stefan,
used any mix of str ategy other than the equilibr ium mix of 0.4
forehands and 0.6 backhands.

In gener al, if Rod knows Stefan’s patt erns and foibles, then he
can react according ly.

Beware the hustling server, who uses poor str ategies in
unimpor tant matches to deceive the receiver when it matter s:
once the receiver deviat es from her equilibr ium mixture to take
adv antage of the server’s “perceived” deviation, the receiver
can be exploit ed by the server — a possible set up. Onl y by
playing one’s equilibr ium mix is this danger avoided.
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3. Choose the Right Mix

If one player is not pur suing his equilibr ium mix, then the other
player can exploit this to his advant age. The receiver, Rod,
could do better than a success rat e of 48% if the ser ver, Stefan,
used any mix of str ategy other than the equilibr ium mix of 0.4
forehands and 0.6 backhands.

In gener al, if Rod knows Stefan’s patt erns and foibles, then he
can react according ly.

Beware the hustling server, who uses poor str ategies in
unimpor tant matches to deceive the receiver when it matter s:
once the receiver deviat es from her equilibr ium mixture to take
adv antage of the server’s “perceived” deviation, the receiver
can be exploit ed by the server — a possible set up. Onl y by
playing one’s equilibr ium mix is this danger avoided.

Main Lesson of Today: Eac h action must be unpredict able:
the nature of the randomness matter s, les t the opponent take
adv antage of any patt erns.
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Why Not Rel y on the Other ’s Randomisation?

The reason why you should use your best mix — even if in
equilibr ium you are indif ferent between moving to your
forehand or your backhand as receiver — is to keep the other
player using hers.
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4. How Your Best Mix Changes as Your Skills
Change

What if Rod’ s bac khand re tur n improves so that his rat e of
successful retur ns on that side increases from 60% to 65%?
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4. How Your Best Mix Changes as Your Skills
Change

What if Rod’ s bac khand re tur n improves so that his rat e of
successful retur ns on that side increases from 60% to 65%?

Fr om the revised chart we see that Rod’s bes t mix rises from 0.3
to 0.333 of moving tow ards forehand, and the optimal mix, the
ov erall probability of successful retur ns goes up from 48% to
50%.

St efan’ s Aim
Forehand Backhand

90, 10 20, 80Forehand

Bac khand 30, 70 60, 40
Rod’ s Mo ve

TABLE 2. (Rod’s % successful, Stefan’s % successful)
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4. How Your Best Mix Changes as Your Skills
Change

What if Rod’ s bac khand re tur n improves so that his rat e of
successful retur ns on that side increases from 60% to 65%?

Fr om the revised chart we see that Rod’s bes t mix rises from 0.3
to 0.333 of moving tow ards forehand, and the optimal mix, the
ov erall probability of successful retur ns goes up from 48% to
50%.

St efan’ s Aim
Forehand Backhand

90, 10 20, 80Forehand

Bac khand 30, 70 65, 35
Rod’ s Mo ve

TABLE 3. (Rod’s % successful, Stefan’s % successful)
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Which Changes the Plots ...

Probability of Rod Moving to Forehand
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∴ The Effect of Changed Payof fs ...

The improved backhand is used less often, not more.
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bett er at retur ning bac khands, St efan goes to the forehand more
of ten (0.43 instead of 0.40).
In response, Rod moves to his forehand more often, too.
A better bac khand unloc ks the power of your forehand.
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The improved backhand is used less often, not more. Because of
the int eraction of the two players ’ strategies. When Rod is
bett er at retur ning bac khands, St efan goes to the forehand more
of ten (0.43 instead of 0.40).
In response, Rod moves to his forehand more often, too.
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How to Act Randoml y

To avoid putting order into your randomness, you need an
objective or independent mechanism.

Such as the second hand on your (analogue) watch: to act one
way 40% of the time, do so if the second hand is between 1
and 24.
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5. Unique Situations

Abov e is OK when we’re in a repeating situation. What about
unique, once-off situations?
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Abov e is OK when we’re in a repeating situation. What about
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To sur prise the other side, the best way is to surprise yourself:
keep your options open as long as possible, and then at the last
moment choose between them using an unpredict able met hod.
The relative propor tions of the device should be such that the if
the other side discovered them, they wouldn’t be able to tur n
the knowledge to their advant age. But that is just the best mix
as calculated above.
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5. Unique Situations

Abov e is OK when we’re in a repeating situation. What about
unique, once-off situations?

To sur prise the other side, the best way is to surprise yourself:
keep your options open as long as possible, and then at the last
moment choose between them using an unpredict able met hod.
The relative propor tions of the device should be such that the if
the other side discovered them, they wouldn’t be able to tur n
the knowledge to their advant age. But that is just the best mix
as calculated above.

Even when using your best mix, you won’t alw ays hav e a good
outcome. In games agains t nature (decision analysis) this is
st ated as the distinction between good decisions and good
outcomes. Prudent decisions will on average result in better
outcomes.
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How Vulner able?

If you are playing your best mix, then it doesn’t matt er if the
ot her player discovers this fact so long as he does not find out
in advance the particular course of action indicated by your
random device in a particular instance.

The equilibr ium strategy is chosen to avoid being exploit ed, so
he can do nothing to take adv antage of his knowledge.
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If you are playing your best mix, then it doesn’t matt er if the
ot her player discovers this fact so long as he does not find out
in advance the particular course of action indicated by your
random device in a particular instance.

The equilibr ium strategy is chosen to avoid being exploit ed, so
he can do nothing to take adv antage of his knowledge.

But if you ’re doing something other than your best mix, then
secrecy is vital.

If the other side acquired this knowledge, they could use it
ag ainst you.

By the same token, you can gain by misleading the other side
about your plans, especially in a non-zero-sum game.
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Babbling Equilibrium

When playing mixed or random str ategies, you can’t fool the
opposition every time or on any one particular occasion. The
bes t you can hope for is to keep them guessing and fool them
some of the time.
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bes t you can hope for is to keep them guessing and fool them
some of the time.

e.g. When you know that the person you ’re communicating
wit h has some interes t to mislead you, it may be bes t to ignore
any statements she makes rat her than take them on face value
or infer ring that exactl y the opposit e mus t be the trut h, → a
babbling equilibrium. (Alt ernativel y, if saying so leads to the
bes t N.E., then we hav e a cheap talk equilibr ium.)
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“A ctions speak louder than words.”
The right propor tions to mix one’s equilibr ium play criticall y
depend on one’s pay offs. Thus obser ving a player’s mov e gives
you some infor mation about the mixing being used and is
valuable evidence to help you infer your riv al’s pay offs.
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When playing mixed or random str ategies, you can’t fool the
opposition every time or on any one particular occasion. The
bes t you can hope for is to keep them guessing and fool them
some of the time.

e.g. When you know that the person you ’re communicating
wit h has some interes t to mislead you, it may be bes t to ignore
any statements she makes rat her than take them on face value
or infer ring that exactl y the opposit e mus t be the trut h, → a
babbling equilibrium. (Alt ernativel y, if saying so leads to the
bes t N.E., then we hav e a cheap talk equilibr ium.)

“A ctions speak louder than words.”
The right propor tions to mix one’s equilibr ium play criticall y
depend on one’s pay offs. Thus obser ving a player’s mov e gives
you some infor mation about the mixing being used and is
valuable evidence to help you infer your riv al’s pay offs.

This is similar to tree flipping in games agains t nature.
(See D & Sk, Ch. 9, App. 1.) < >
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6. Catch as Catch Can

Why so few business examples of calculated risk or randomised
behaviour?
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e.g. Companies using price discount coupons — similar to Shirl and
Hal’s coordination problem in the Battle of the Sexes.

e.g. Airlines and discount/stand-by tic kets. If las t-minut e tic ket
av ailability were more predict able, then there would be a much
great er possibility of exploiting the system, and the airlines would
lose more of their other wise regular paying passenger s.
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6. Catch as Catch Can

Why so few business examples of calculated risk or randomised
behaviour?

Control over outcomes may milit ate agains t the idea of leaving the
outcome to chance. Especially when things go wrong: it’s not that
mixing will alway s work, but rat her that it avoids the danger s of
the predict able and humdrum.

e.g. Companies using price discount coupons — similar to Shirl and
Hal’s coordination problem in the Battle of the Sexes.

e.g. Airlines and discount/stand-by tic kets. If las t-minut e tic ket
av ailability were more predict able, then there would be a much
great er possibility of exploiting the system, and the airlines would
lose more of their other wise regular paying passenger s.

e.g. Most widespread use: to motiv ate compliance at lower
monit oring cost — tax audits, drug tes ting, parking meter s, etc.
Explains why the punishment shouldn’t necessar ily fit the crime.
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Appropriat e incentives

If a parking meter costs $1 per hour, then a fine of $25 will
keep you honest on average if you believe the probability of a
fine is 1 in 25 or higher. (Risk neutral.) Which results in lower
adminis trative cos ts and a better bott om line.

• No enforcement would result in misuse of scarce parking
places;

• 100% enforcement would be too expensive.

• But the author ities don’t want a complet ely random
enforcement str ategy : the expect ed fine should be high
enough to induce compliance.
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Appropriat e incentives

If a parking meter costs $1 per hour, then a fine of $25 will
keep you honest on average if you believe the probability of a
fine is 1 in 25 or higher. (Risk neutral.) Which results in lower
adminis trative cos ts and a better bott om line.

• No enforcement would result in misuse of scarce parking
places;

• 100% enforcement would be too expensive.

• But the author ities don’t want a complet ely random
enforcement str ategy : the expect ed fine should be high
enough to induce compliance.

Ot her activities (random drug tes ting, tax audits) also require a
suf ficiently high expect ed penalty.

Those hoping to defeat enforcement can use random str ategies
to their benefit: they can hide the true crime amongst many
false alarms or red herrings, so that the enforcer ’s resources are
spread too thin to be effective.
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Mixed Str ategies Exist Wit h Pure Str ategies

Consider the following Chicken! game with two N.E. in pure
strategies:

Manning’s

Manning’s: Low Manning’s: High

Watson’s: Low 55, 55 85, 75

Watson’s: High 75, 85 75, 75

Watson’s

TABLE 4. The payoff matrix (Watson’s, Manning’s Payoffs)
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Manning’s: Low Manning’s: High

Watson’s: Low 55, 55 85, 75

Watson’s: High 75, 85 75, 75

Watson’s

TABLE 4. The payoff matrix (Watson’s, Manning’s Payoffs)

pW is Watson’s probability of pricing High. Then Watson’s will
choose pW to maximise its expect ed payoff:

E (W ) = 55 + 30pM + (20 − 30pM )pW ,

where pM is the probability that Manning’s prices High.
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Watson’s

TABLE 4. The payoff matrix (Watson’s, Manning’s Payoffs)

pW is Watson’s probability of pricing High. Then Watson’s will
choose pW to maximise its expect ed payoff:

E (W ) = 55 + 30pM + (20 − 30pM )pW ,

where pM is the probability that Manning’s prices High.

Knowing this, Manning’s chooses pM = 20
30

= 2
3
, and E (W ) = 75.
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Mixed Str ategies Exist Wit h Pure Str ategies

Consider the following Chicken! game with two N.E. in pure
strategies:

Manning’s

Manning’s: Low Manning’s: High

Watson’s: Low 55, 55 85, 75

Watson’s: High 75, 85 75, 75

Watson’s

TABLE 4. The payoff matrix (Watson’s, Manning’s Payoffs)

pW is Watson’s probability of pricing High. Then Watson’s will
choose pW to maximise its expect ed payoff:

E (W ) = 55 + 30pM + (20 − 30pM )pW ,

where pM is the probability that Manning’s prices High.

Knowing this, Manning’s chooses pM = 20
30

= 2
3
, and E (W ) = 75.

It ’s symmetr ic, so pW = 2
3
, and E (M ) = 75.
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Appendix: Algebr aïc Der ivation of Optimal Mix

Consider a gener alised payoff matr ix:
Trusty

Tr usty: Low Trusty: High

A CAv a: Low

Av a: High D B

Honest

TABLE 5. The payoff matrix (Honest Ava’s Payoffs)

With D < C < A < B.

Tr usty chooses a probability PR of playing Low so that Honest is
indif ferent between Low and High. That is:

PR × A + (1 − PR ) ×C = PR ×D + (1 − PR ) ×B ,

which implies
PR

1 − PR

=
B −C

A − D
.
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For Hones t Av a, A = 100, B = 200, C = 75, D = 50, so

PR

1 − PR

=
200 − 75

100 − 50
= 125

50
= 5

2
,

which gives us Trusty’s probability of playing Low: PR = 5
7
.

Av a’s mix can similarly be calculat ed as PA = 2
7
.

No te that we der ived PR and PA by looking for an equilibr ium in
which neither player had any incentive to alt er their mix, given that
the other was playing their best mix: a Nash equilibr ium.

The reader is left to complet e this exercise for Rod & Stefan.

So: that ’s how to be unpredict able!
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